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We assune that a semi-infinite plate, set in a uniform flow of fluid of 
velocity V,, has started to heat up according to a law T=(t) (Ts, is the 
initial temperature of the surface). The problem consists in dete~ining 

the temperature distribution in the boundary layer. 

Assuming the kinematic viswsity v constant over the velocity field 

u* andv Y, we have the Blasius solution for the boundary layer as follows: 

The heat-flux equation has the following form: 

9 = H + ‘J2v,2 

In this equation H is the enthalpy, P the Prandtl nunber, 

We write down Equation (2) in variables t, x, 4, using (11, thus: 

The boundary conditions and initial conditions for Equation (31 are 
as follows: 

6 (t, z, 0) = KB (0, 0 (tt 5, 00) := 000 = con&, e (0, 5, t;) = @, 

In this expression ec<f’> is the stagnation enthalpy profile for 
steady flow with T 

'0 
= const. It will be evident from what follows that 
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the change in enthalpy on the wall can satisfy the more general law 

He (tp) = a0 (t) + a1 (t) 3c + a2 (t) 

We will assrsne the solution to be of the fonn 

8 = QC + 81(t, 2, c) 

For 0, we arrive at the following homogeneous 

52 + . I . 

equation: 

_.&_$+gf$LP&$_ 

which has the following initial, and boundary, conditions: 

(4 

01 (t, x, 0) = Hw - Hi,,, 81 (t, z, co) = 61 (0, 5, C) = 0 

Now if we write the boundary condition on the wall in the form 

Hw - &,, = SA,tn 

we can seek a solution in the form of a series 

in which functions +a(t, x, [> satisfy the equation 

and conditions 

qJPn (t, 5, 0) - ‘I, (pn (4 2% m) = 0 (5) 

It follows from dimensional analysis considerations that the functions 

$J,, only depend on tm dimensionless variables 6 = z/V_,t and 5. 

Equation (5) then takes the following form: 

Series solutions to the latter equation can be obtained for both small 

and large values of the variable 5. 

It is easy to show that for large values of C$ the solution for 4, can 

be represented as follows: 
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(p,, = ; yk (2) E-“k b=5ti) 
0 

where functions y,(z) satisfy the equations and the boundary conditions 

Fly,” + $ zyo' - nyo = 0 

P-‘yl” + -+ zyl’ - (rz + -$) y1 - $az~yo’= 0 

P-‘y2N _1- $ zy2’ - (n + 3) y2 + $ azyl - $ cdyl’ 4 $- azZsyo’ = 0 

P-ly3” + -+ zy3’ - (n + $) y3 - & a2z4y~ + %%zyz - $ az’y2 + 

+ -$ a2$yl - -+$ a3i?*yo1 = 0 

P-lya” + -$ zy4’ - (n + 6) y4 + $a~~3 - + a2z4y2 + $f a3z7yl i- 

+ $$ ~4z”yo’-* a3z3yl’ + + a2z5y2’ - $ azay3’ = 0 

a = f”(O), yo(0) -1, y0 (m) = 0, yk (0) = yk (w) = o for k>O 

‘lke solution for y,(z) can be put in the form 

Yo (4 = CoH2n ($ izvq 22, (+z JR q 

yh. (z) = H2n+3h.($ izJP) \ exp(-+Pz2)[ff2n+3k(+ ix I/p)]-"x 

x 

Xj “ip($t2P)~,,+3k(+itV~)h,+(t)dtdx-/- 

+ C&2n+3k (+- iz 1/‘) i eXp (- $ S’P) [&+3~r (+ ix VP)]-’ dz 
00 

(k = 1, 2, 3,. . .) 

Here H, are Heni te polynomials of degree m 

111 (t) - $ aPt2yo’ (t), h2 (t) = $ C2Pt2yl’ (t) - $ aPty1 - -$ a2Pt5yo’ (t) 

173 (0 = $aPt2y2’ (2) + 5 a2Pt4yl (t) - 3atPy2 (t) - 

- -g a2Pt”yl’ (t) + 2% cz3Pt*y,’ (2) 
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Y4 (t) = $ aPt2y3' (t) - $ aPty3 (t) _1- & a2Pt3y3 (t) - 

- 9 a3Pt7yl (t) - s a4Pt”y0’ (t) + sa3Pt8yl’ (t) - + a2Pt5yz (t) 

C0 = [H,, (O)z,, (0, o0)]-l for 2n even 

CO = --i [H,,' (0)]-1 for 2n odd 

Coefficients ck are found from the condition yk(o) = 0. 

To find the solution for small values of c it is desirable, in Equa- 

tion (h), to transfon to the variables c and f'z 

Then, for the function Yk(f') of the series 

we obtain a system of ordinary differential equations of the fon 

k,i’YI, $- (n - k + 1) Y/,_, 

with boundary conditions 

Yo (O)= 1, Yo (I)= 0, Y*(O)= Y, (I)= 0 

'lhe solution to the equation for Y,(f,,') corresponds 

temperature variation in the boundary layer; it can be 

instance in 11 I. 

(7) 

(8) 

for k<O 

to a quasi-steady 

found, for 

It is easy to obtain an approximate solution for the subsequent func- 

tions Yk using the method of integral expressions. In such a case it is 

desirable to represent solutions Yk(f') as mth degree polynomials in f'; 

the latter having to satisfy the boundary conditions 

YJ( (0) = Yk (1) = 0 for k>l 

Y1" (o)=n$, Y," (O)= 0 for k>2 

and, additionally, m - 2 conditions obtained by integrating bations (8) 
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multiplied by f”( 1 = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m - 3) from 0 to L 

By representing Yk(f’J as polynomials we obtain a system of linear 
algebraic equations for the coefficients. 

For instance, for m = 3 

1-k = ak (f’ - f’s) for k>l 

y, = d’ + &- 1’2 - (a1 + “-) j’3 2a”P 

and from the integral relations for P = 1 and k > 3 we obtain 

ak = 
(k - 1 - n) 

4 (+ k + 6~) ’ 
c1 = i j”?j’dj’ 

n 

From the above, we derive 
i=k 

ak = (k - 1 - 7P) (k - 2 - n) . . . (2 - n) a2 ---I 
kk-2 

It is easy to deduce the following: 

1 

a, = 6 

++GG ’ 
b,+-s+-&;, co = * f”“df’ 

s 

72 (1 -n) bl 

a2 = 4 (; + 6~) (F + 6~) ’ 

Iherefore 

i=k 
ah. = (k - 1 - 7~) (k - 2 - 72) . . . (1 - 7~) nbl 

qk-’ 6cl >I -'fpr k>l 

lhe series for mpn/a f') converges for 5 < 8/15. If we make use of the 
expression for +,, for .snall and for large values of [ we arrive at an 
pproximate solution of the problem over the whole range of variation of 
this variable. 

lhe solution obtained here can be used for the case where, instead of 
incompressible fluid, we deal with a gas which obeys a viscosity law 
pp= const. It was shown [ 2 1 that for this case the variable [ should be 
replaced by 
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